
Adriana Immormino
Silver Award Patch Requirements
(Adriana’s Activity Book)

Purpose
The purpose of this patch is to encourage girls to put 
their creativity to good use, by helping others, in this 
case, kids who are in a hospital and need to take their 
minds off whatever it is they are going through.

*Cadettes: 2 discover, 2 connect, 3 take action
*Seniors: 3 discover, 2 connect, 3 take action
*Ambassadors: 3 discover, 3 connect, 3 take action

Discover
1. What are some businesses/ organizations that work to heal/help children?
2. The Ronald McDonald’s House helps families get back on their feet when their child is in

the hospital. How long has the Ronald McDonald’s house been operated?
3. How many Children’s hospitals are there across America?
4. How many kids end up in hospitals each year? How can you help?
5. What are some ways you can help kids and their families when they go through these

tough times? How can you make their lives better?

Connect
1. Have you ever injured yourself? If so, how? What made you feel better when that

happened? Think of that when you take action.
2. Research some motivational speeches and write about how this could encourage people

to hang in there during these tough times.
3. Visit someone you know in the hospital and take the time to talk to them and make them

feel better. Think of this when you take action, as an example of what would cheer
someone up.

4. Research when the first children’s hospital was opened. What are your thoughts about it?
How far have we come since then?

5. Research when the first Ronald McDonald’s was opened. What are your thoughts about
it? How have they changed throughout the years?

Requirements
Girls must complete the necessary work for their age level. You must write down your answers on a clean 
sheet of paper to get credit.



Take Action
These must be done by adding on to the existing Adriana’s Activity Book.

1. Write your own motivational speech and add it to the activity book. Make sure it is
actually meaningful and age appropriate for 9-14 year olds.

2. Write your own comic, and please make sure it is funny, appropriate, and well drawn,
which includes coloring.

3. Add another jokes page, and remember to have funny, appropriate jokes. Insensitivity to
anyone is not ok or funny.

4. Another fun facts page. It must have a readable layout, with colors. Do not make it a
simple list. It should be colored nicely and pleasing to the eye. As always, nothing
inappropriate or insensitive. Make sure to cite your sources.

5. Create another crossword puzzle or word search. Make sure it is neat, and add some
decoration around the puzzle so that it is not bland.





 



 











 




